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It is finished... Sweat dripping off her brow as the threads started long ago start to fuse
together. It's time to make plans, hide the truth, and get the HELL off her throne. But,
how to accomplish creating a Federation, when those coming together want to gut her
Empire? Anyone who understands the Queen Bitch, knows she won't accept that
condition without a fight. However, to accomplish meeting her love again in a system far
away, she will accomplish the impossible. Her eyes start to glow red. No one will stop
her from getting back to Michael. Grab Life Goes On and complete the massive story
today!
What you thought you knew about Vampires and Werewolves is wrong...So Very, Very,
Wrong. A thousand years of effort to keep the UnknownWorld hidden is unraveling and
the Patriarch is tired. He needs to find someone to take over.He finds Bethany
Anne.Unknown, untested and untried she sets out to accomplish the impossible while
forging a new future. One that no one knew was in danger.And she does it with an
attitude that will make you stand up and cheer!They say a dress can make a women,
but in this case, the dress is Death,and Death Becomes Her very well indeed.***An
Amazon Best-Selling Series, The Kurtherian Gambit has turned the relationship of
author and fans upside down.Treat yourself to a fun, exciting and thrilling ride by
starting The Kurtherian Gambit series today and you will ask yourself the same
question others have: When will I sleep?
Sawyer Brown is no more, but he was just the minor opening act... Terry Henry and
Charumati (Char) have to deal with her Alpha coming back, the new refugees getting
settled in town and .. Beer! With the FDG doubling in size, Terry Henry needs to bring
about a little organizational structure to the group.While also deciding how to have that
conversation with Char about her lineage... Not sure how that is going to go. Terry
Henry had better figure it out, or he is going to be up to his armpits in Werewolves and
won't be sure if he can depend on his one ace-in-the-hole. Or not. Set in the Kurtherian
Gambit Universe, Nomad Redeemed continues the Terry Henry Walton Chronicles, the
time between the WWDE and the return of Michael to earth. ** As noted in other series
set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too.
**
"In every person there is a bit of barbarian waiting to be unleashed. A moment when
one must decide what one is willing to accept. Death, defeat, or allow one's carnal rage
to take control and consequences be damned." Skharr DeathEater A lone DeathEater
has forsaken his clan. Leaving behind his previous life he starts building a future next to
a dangerous forest in an unknown land. He tells himself it is better than taking gold for
questionable reasons. A lone old man travelling with a donkey offers him a choice:
Continue this farm life, or trade him Skharr's just finished home and tilled land for a
map. A map that Skharr can use to live large for years... If he survives. The old peddler
watches him. Realizing the intelligence, the polished actions of the huge man is but an
act. A carefully orchestrated semblance of civility, and shudders. Of all the Barbarian
hordes, the rumor was to never, ever upset a DeathEater. And he had come here to
unleash this particular DeathEater back into the world. Go up and click 'Read for Free'
or 'Buy Now' and begin the journey of Skharr DeathEater - The Unforgiven.
You cannot murder a person who never existed. It is not impossible to rewrite history. In
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fact, when one computer runs the world, changing history happens faster. Those who
were heroes have been labeled villains. The alien Melagorns and Dreth, once friends,
are now competitors at best. The Regime works to instill loyalty to humanity. Loyalty to
brotherhood. Loyalty to the state. Loyalty to the words preached every night. Humanity
first. Truth! Those with power are Tainted. Truth! The Tainted prove Loyalty by working
for the Regime. Truth! Tainted who hide power seek to harm Humanity. Truth! Hail,
Victory! Hail, Humanity! Except not everyone follows the truth. John Zechin fled into a
radioactive wasteland, seeking death rather than work in the Regime. What he learns
changes humanity forever. Go up and click Read for Free or Buy Now and learn who
the Regime is trying to hide, for now, and will kill if she returns.
Elsabet or Elizabeth Bathory's life is notorious and, for the most part, known to history.
What she's done since is another story altogether. Haunted by the crimes of her life and
by her bloodfather, Vlad Dracula, Elsa seeks a life of her own in the New World. But her
past will always catch up to her and she must face her demon. Herein are the stories
that led to Elizabeth Bathory's atonement, at least, with herself. She can never undo
what she's done, but she can balance it. Some of these stories have been told, but
without the truth of the tales as Elsa knows them. These are those dark truths.
The Bitch is back, and this time it's personal. More than a century has passed since
Bethany Anne's Armada left the Federation to tackle the Gödel and the Kurtherians
head-on. In her absence, have certain parties within the Federation grown too big for
their boots? The Federation Council has become engorged with corrupt representatives
from the corporate families who believe their wealth entitles them to subvert the
principles the Federation was founded upon. When Lance Reynolds' temper reaches
boiling point, everyone should get the hell out of the way...or risk getting burned. An
overt attack on the Libraries brings the struggle to a head. Bethany Anne returns to the
Federation alone and in ass-kicking mode, determined to oust the families hellbent on
taking over, but have the families become too powerful even for her? Can the Queen
Bitch catch a break? Or will she break her enemies first? Go up and click 'Buy Now' or
'Read for Free' and get prepared to find out what happens to those who forget the
reason Bethany Anne was called... The Queen Bitch.
The World Needs Protecting - Before they can build in space Bethany Anne's Group
must GET into space. There is a 'false queen' attacking vampires in Asia - Bethany
Anne sends the Queen's Own to look into that. The moon base needs to be settled, can
her technology team make it happen? Do they have enough people? CAN they get the
right people to help? John's cousin is now part of the team, will she make it? There is a
group looking to find her people and they are using Barb to do it. This is the first book in
the second arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian Gambit. The stakes are raised a lot
higher! **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language
in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired
cussing. If you haven't read the previous books, you will need to go back to #1 (the
book does not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds). Series
includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The
Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian
Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The
Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build - The
Kurtherian Gambit 08 Frank Kurns - Tales from the Unknown World It's Hell To Choose
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The future just went upside down, when a nascent AI is added against Bethany
Anne's wishes.Then, there is David and his issues to take care of, permanently.
Bethany Anne has had it with Terrorists. Not encumbered with law, she seeks
only justice for those who were killed in France.New members are added to the
team as they continue their efforts to reach for the stars.---Read the series one
Amazon Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a period of
36 hrs, and am considering knocking on the authors door to ask him to hurry up
with the rest of the series."
Mother, wife, private investigator...vampire. Six years ago federal agent
Samantha Moon was the perfect wife and mother, your typical soccer mom with
the minivan and suburban home. Then the unthinkable happens, an attack that
changes her life forever. And forever is a very long time for a vampire. Now in
VAMPIRE MOON, sequel to MOON DANCE, private investigator Samantha
Moon finds herself hunting down a powerful crime lord and protecting an innocent
woman from her ruthless ex-husband-all while two very different men vie for her
heart. And as the stakes grow higher and her cases turn personal, Samantha
Moon will do whatever it takes to protect the innocent and bring two cold-blooded
killers to justice-her own brand of justice.
A collection of ghostly tales that will make you laugh, cry, shiver and maybe even
think differently about life in the hereafter.There's nothing in the world better than
a good scary ghost story? Find yourself a comfortable spot to recline, turn the
lights down low, but not too low, open up this collection and enjoy these ghostly
tales. Tales guaranteed to take you far beyond the norm into the supernatural. In
'When Ghosts Kill', you may need to have your tissue ready as you step into an
old Bed and Breakfast where a young twelve-year-old girl, after repeatedly telling
her parents there are monsters in her room, is found dead in her room. The
horrible facial expression, now permanently frozen in death on that once
beautiful, innocent face testifies that something scared her to death. Who or what
did such a horrible thing to this child? Is it possible that, as most of the town
believes, a ghost haunts the old Bed and Breakfast where her family lived and
work?And then laugh as you ride along, late one dark night, in 'The Hearse
Drivers' with Harley and his younger brother James, in a hilarious tale of the
events that occur during the transportation of a body from the Birmingham airport
to a funeral parlor in Alabama. Harley doesn't realize just how afraid his brother is
of what's in that coffin, but he soon will, as James's imagination gets the best of
him. Or is it just his imagination?Finding new careers as security guards, brothers
Harley and James are about to come face to face again with the supernatural
again in 'The Estate Guards'. This time they are providing security for an estate
company at an eerie, old mansion whose elderly owners recently died in a tragic
accident. In 'Who is Haunting Whom, ' experienced paranormal investigators are
on a case like none they've ever had. What if the homeowners that hired them
aren't who they appear to be? What if the ghosts they're supposed to remove
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aren't who they appear to be?In 'Through a Glass Darkly' the author presents an
imaginative and tantalizing view of life after death in a unique tale that offers quite
a different viewpoint on what the afterlife may be like. What if the dead are just as
haunted by the living, as the living are by the dead?
The World is caught off guard by the sudden advances in technology, some are
not happy about that at all.Bethany Anne's group needs to move into production,
who is she going to hire for that position?Old enemies take a stronger stance at
revenge than before.Helping others is a tall order, but TQB Rises to the
Occasion!This is the second book in the second arc (books 08-14) for The
Kurtherian Gambit. Now, the World is on Notice!**Please note, as mentioned in
another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character
does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.If you haven't read
the previous books, you will need to go back to #1 (the book does not explain the
characters and previous relationships / deeds).
It's out there, it's ALWAYS been out there - just no one believed it. Governments,
Black Ops, Rich Businessmen...All want alien tech and some are going to great
lengths, illegal lengths, to procure it. Someone went so far as to endanger a
young girls family. A young girl who wrote a letter to the Queen Bitch. Now, those
that are searching for the technology will have to deal with TQB. If there is one
thing that will get Bethany Anne's attention... It's mistreating the defenseless.
Bethany Anne tries to stay out of the world's business, but they just keep doing
stupid stuff... Sucks to be them.
The History of the World wasn't what Valerie was taught. The daughter of a
vampire and sister of a devil walking, Valerie finds out she has something neither
her brother nor her father possess: She has Honor. Now, she needs to flee a
brother who leaves her for dead. Because, if there is one thing Valerie
understands? It's that Justice Doesn't Turn the Other Cheek. 150 years after a
near apocalypse, the world is rebuilding. Survival has become the only rule, and
justice is in short supply. Now, Justice has come calling. Justice Is Calling is part
of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe.
An alien race attacked her people... they wanted her world. Now, payback is
coming after them. And she's a bitch in every sense of the word. ** AMAZON Top
100 Best Selling Author ** Bethany Anne Nacht was changed on Earth almost
two hundred years in the past. The Kurtherians engage in the cosmic great
game, where whole worlds are torn asunder in their efforts to prove their own
supremacy. For hundreds of millennia, the Kurtherians at the top have reigned
unfettered as they destroyed countless civilizations time and time again. Now, a
new group is entering the game. Bethany Anne and her people are playing
against extreme odds, but when has that EVER stopped the Queen Bitch? It's
time to fight for the future of the Universe... ARE YOU READY? --- NOTE: This
book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If
this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book.
Before the Blight, becoming an adult was something teenagers looked forward to.
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But now, turning eighteen means certain death. Unless you prove yourself worthy
of the Cure. On her seventeenth birthday, Ashen Spencer is blindfolded and
escorted to the massive, mysterious building known as the Arc to begin her year
of training and testing in hopes that she can earn the Cure-a powerful drug given
only to those deemed worthy to survive beyond their eighteenth birthday. Ashen
has a chance to rise up from her former life of squalor and be granted a place in
society, if the Panel-the mysterious group of powerful men and women in charge
of the Arc-deems her year a success. She's assigned to work for twelve months
as a servant for a wealthy family whose son is the most alluring young man she's
ever met. At first, Ashen is grateful for the opportunity to earn her place in a
society she's always dreamed of inhabiting. But as time passes and she begins
to learn the truth about the people she admires so much and the home she left
behind, she realizes she has a choice: Be part of the disease...Or be part of the
Cure. For readers of The Hunger Games, Divergent, and the Selection.
The thrilling first novel in Amazon's #1 bestselling supernatural mystery series. For fans
of Sookie Stackhouse, Harry Dresden and Anita Blake, Moon Dance heralds the arrival
of America's favorite new vampire detective. Six years ago federal agent Samantha
Moon was the perfect wife and mother, your typical soccer mom with the minivan and
suburban home. Then the unthinkable happens, an attack that changes her life forever.
And forever is a very long time for a vampire. Now working the night shift as a private
investigator, Samantha is hired by Kingsley Fulcrum to investigate the murder attempt
on his life, a horrific scene captured on TV and seen around the country. But as the
case unfolds, Samantha discovers Kingsley isn't exactly what he appears to be; after
all, there is a reason why he survived five shots to the head.
Michael has moved on, can his Justice Enforcer make a difference?Does the Sun come
up in the morning?The New York City-State wakes up and their world has been shaken
to its core. The Enforcers have been scattered, but they aren't finished. This vampire is
but a bump in their road to keeping the city-state in the hands of the CEO's.The Were's
are involved, some leave, some stay and new alliances are made and an old one
broken.However, in the end, it always comes back to heart and
determination.Something that you often have to find for yourself, when life beats you
down and Valerie is made of the right material to see it through.Claimed By Honor is
part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe.** As noted in other series set in the Kurtherian
Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **
A guide to the LEGO's Minifigures world showcases a diverse cast of characters
inspired by history, mythology, sports, and pop culture, from the Musketeers to the
Minotaur, in a reference that invites readers to complete their collections.
When you least expect it, expect it. Bethany Anne has been notified there is a
spaceship inside the system...but they can't find it. Is it Kurtherian, someone else? The
governments have to be told about aliens, which sparks a worldwide effort by
Governments to find what TQB has... Oh, and Eric wants to date Gabrielle but he wants
her to know he can protect her if need be. But his idea on how? Well, let's just say it
might not be the best solution. Read We Have Contact Today!
When one of Bethany Anne's loved one gets caught in the crossfire between her and
the Forsaken, she goes rabid in rage. She doesn't believe in seeking peace and
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harmony, but rather revenge and mayhem. Continuing the story of Bethany Anne and
TQB team, Love Lost picks up after Queen Bitch. She works to complete both her
business and military team leads and we meet Stephen's daughter Gabrielle as plans
are made to exact revenge South of the Border. You don't touch one of Bethany Anne's
loved ones and get away with it, no matter how far away you live. **Please note, as
mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main
character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.
Death Becomes Her
It's been three years Bethany Anne and her team have been building, trying their best
to stay off the radar and not fight with those they are trying to save. The emotions have
boiled to the surface. The is a line drawn in the sand, and some idiots just have to step
across it. Those that thought the cat didn't have claws are about to find out how very,
very wrong they are. **Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is flagrantly foul
language in these novels. The main character does not have a problem with cussing,
just uninspired cussing. Series includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit
01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite
This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My
Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build
- The Kurtherian Gambit 08 It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 Release
The Dogs of War - The Kurtherian Gambit 10 Sued For Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit
11 We Have Contact - The Kurtherian Gambit 12 My Ride is a Bitch - The Kurtherian
Gambit 13 Don't Cross This Line - The Kurtherian Gambit 14 Never Submit - The
Kurtherian Gambit 15 (Jan/Feb 2017) The Dark Messiah (The Second Dark Ages) Book
01 - Michael's Return (12.25.2016) Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include:
You Don't Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01
Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 02
One Last Hail Mary attack by those on Earth goes awry when the Queen herself shows
up with John Grimes along for the ride. Five puppies have plans that surprise everyone.
The Queen has a problem, and her closest friends travel to Earth to find her a solution.
It's time for an audience with the King of Yoll, and he isn't going to like the outcome. Not
one bit. He has a secret he has been hiding, and those sneaky Aliens in space find out
what it is, and turn it against him. It's time to release the Queen Bitch for her final cleanup of Kurtherians - This area of the Galaxy will never be the same, again. So grab your
favorite drink, recline in your favorite chair or bed or couch, and relax for just a moment
or two, because... Bethany Anne is BACK!
She missed the war, but she'll be damned if she loses her chance for revenge. Born an
Arcadian, but raised as an exile among the Druids, Arryn has trained hard her whole life to
bring justice to the man who destroyed her life. The problem? Some girl from the Boulevard
beat her to it... With Adrien dead, and his ashes scattered to the wind, Arryn can finally return
to the city she once called home to learn the truth about her family. But powerful forces work in
the shadows, carrying on Adrien's evil vision, and threatening to draw Arcadia back into the
darkness. Arryn might just get to fulfill that vow for vengeance after all... Set on the foundation
laid by the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Arcadian Druid tells an entirely new story in the Age
of Magic--and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny.
Life is beyond dangerous when you are caught up in the ongoing war between Bethany Anne's
group and the Forsaken. Both Vampires and Humans have been targeted, but if there is one
thing that those who work with Bethany Anne learn, it is you are NEVER FORSAKEN. Never
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Forsaken, The Kurtherian Gambit 05 follows the story after Bite This. If you haven't read the
preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE TO. These are a series and many of the
characters have been introduced in preceding volumes. **Please note, as mentioned in
another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does not
have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.
Contains illustrations.Anger. Pain. Happiness and sorrow. Lev left them all behind as he faded
into the void. What of his victory? Had all his hardships been for naught? His dreams and
enemies slowly slipped from his grasp as he was transmigrated into another body. He wanted
to see the world change, but that opportunity was stolen from him - Or was it?Shackled by
slavery and cursed as a social outcast, Lev must claw his way up a new social ladder laden
with abuse and destruction.
The incredible finale of the page-turning, high-octane Sandman Slim series filled with an
explosive ending and intense kick-ass action from New York Times bestselling author Richard
Kadrey. It’s been three months since Stark stopped a death cult and a potential ghost
apocalypse, and he’s at loose ends. His personal life is a mess. His professional life isn’t
much better. And the world…well, the world is going to shit. L.A. is gripped by a viral epidemic
that has everyone wearing masks and keeping their distance from each other. But what’s even
more frightening is the Shoggot gang and their leader, King Bullet, who revels in the city’s
collapse. Who is King Bullet? No one knows. He seemingly came from nowhere with nothing
but a taste for mayhem and an army of crazed killers who follow his every command. What
king wants seems simple on it face: Chaos. Destruction. A city in flames. But there’s more to
the king and his plans for L.A. and what Stark discovers will change Heaven, Earth, and Stark
himself forever.
A behind the scenes look at the art created for The Kurtherian Gambit. Andrew Dobell has
worked with Michael Anderle on the covers and art of the Kurtherian Gambit since it's earliest
days, starting with the book that started it all, "Death Becomes Her". Inside this collection of
Andrew's art for the KGU, you will find high quality, uncropped versions of the covers without
the titles to hide any of the art. You will also see behind the scenes images from the shoots,
the original photos used in the art and previously unpublished works, published here,
exclusively and for the first time, complete with descriptions and anecdotes. We hope you
enjoy this fascinating insight into the work and artistry that goes into visualizing the Kurtherian
Gambit Universe.
What is the difference between ignorance and stupidity? Zaena's story continues as she
continues to learn that her knowledge of humanity is closer to the twentieth than the present
day twenty-first century. She's got attitude, magic, and a sacred armor pendant and she needs
to save her people! Go up and click 'Read for Free' or 'Buy Now' and continues the story of
how one clueless Princess first came to the shores of America.
Whether they are ready or not, the people are about to find out what the Queen's promise is
worth. When Bethany Anne stepped down as Empress, she swore to return if the Federation
was ever in danger from outside evil. That time has come. Bethany Anne's refusal to be
restricted by the impossible has made her plan to protect the Federation a reality, and the
return of the Superdreadnought Reynolds brings a long-awaited reunion and an opportunity.
Pulling together old friends and family members from all over the Federation and...beyond,
Bethany Anne is ready to leave the Interdiction to build a military whose numbers can rival the
Ookens. But is her plan impossible enough to succeed?
Greed and Fear, two emotions that rule both individuals...and Countries. Now, China has
decided that they will do whatever it takes to acquire TQB technology. There was a glaring flaw
in their plan. When they kill an unborn little baby in a raid, the Queen Bitch is Released. Now,
China has two options...Kill Bethany Anne, or Sue For Peace.

*Pre-order now - the explosive third book in the Mad, Bad and Dangerous to
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Know trilogy featuring Alvie Knightly** Once, serial killer Alvie Knightly was living
the dream. Unlimited cash. An Italian getaway. A hot new boyfriend... How the
mighty fall. One year - and one unfortunate incident with a shotgun - later, Alvie is
living in a London hostel, living off meal deals and counting her dwindling
pennies. So far, she's kept her head down. But when a cop shows up at her
home, Alvie freaks out. It's time for action, and if anyone can pull off one last hit in six inch heels - it's Alvie. But if she's to succeed in her mission to avenge her
ex, win back her money and secure her future, she'll have to face her most
terrifying enemy yet: her past. DANGEROUS TO KNOW is the sharp, smart and
outrageously funny finale in the Alvie Knightly trilogy. Praise for Mad and Bad:
'The must-have beach read this summer' Telegraph 'Sizzlingly glamorous'
Guardian 'A fast-paced tale of sex, lies and murder' Stylist 'Like Gone Girl, if Amy
Schumer had written it. SUCH fun' Bryony Gordon
The Leath are fighting for their Gods, but Bethany Anne is fighting for freedom.
Then, the Leath make a very fatal mistake. On another planet, the Leath dishonor
the Etheric Empire's warriors and Bethany Anne unleashes her new avatar and
there will be hell to pay. For those that believe Might Makes Right, Bethany Anne
is about to explain how that can be so, so wrong. Read the latest Bethany Anne
adventure that can make you laugh out loud, shed a tear, and yell for the good
guys as they fight evil in another galaxy. One ass-kicking at a time.
Baba Yaga has taken over and no one knows if Bethany Anne will ever come
back. Beaten on the crucible, Bethany Anne decided she will bring justice to the
Kurtherian's that tortured the Leath and her people, personally. The problem?
She releases Baba Yaga who has now taken control. Even ADAM and TOM
aren't sure they can help their friend. While Baba Yaga is tracking down the
Seven Kurtherians, her friends and family are desperately trying to find her.
During this time, General Lance Reyolds must start negotiations with other star
nations who wish to create an Etheric Federation. The problem? How can you
complete an Etheric Federation Treaty, if you can't find the Empress?
There are always scourges in the Universe. This time, they found the wrong prey.
Bethany Anne is trying to ignore that Michael is out hunting a beast to bring back
ten tons of meat when she gets an unexpected call. ** AMAZON Top 100 Best
Selling Author ** The group of friends hanging out on New Devon have come up
with a devious way to protect their client's money, while building a fortune by
outsourcing their jobs. WILL BETHANY ANNE TAKE HIGH TORTUGA TO
WAR? The children work to make something special for Mother's Day,
unfortunately, it comes with an unexpected adventure. Bethany Anne's vacation
has officially ended when her people are attacked. The Endgame is just getting
started. --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but
cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book.
Terry56 - "I thought I would go into withdrawal before I could read another BA,
Michael, and family book! I read the 1st 21 Kurtherian Gambit books 6 times and
will read them again! I loved the 1st Endgame book and now I have fallen in love
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with this one! Please, oh, please hurry with the next one!"
Stephen walked into the office which Barnabas was using as his judge's
chamber. While the massive amount of data Bethany Anne's team was throwing
at him was more than enough to assuage his curiosity, he had never felt this way
in the last one hundred and fifty-two years. He wanted a vacation. He pulled the
top manila-folder and took a look at the name, "Clarissa Bernier, CEO." He
opened the folder, and it was now in the agreed upon fashion. There was one
page with her typical information of name, age, location, and a two paragraph
background and the requested punishment. It was a type of joke now between
Barnabas and Bethany Anne. No matter the requested punishment, she would
strike it out and write "DEATH" and put a happy face on, with fangs. It let him
know that she was not letting up on her desire to make a lot of people pay for
Michael's death. The team had already executed six individuals across the world
in the last three months. Sean Truitt was just the first one. Stephen interrupted
him, "You look tired," he spoke as he took a seat in one of the two blue chairs
facing Barnabas's desk. Barnabas leaned back, keeping the folder open, "Is she
serious?" He pointed to the document, "Even ADAM, using our agreed
punishment matrix is calling for this lady to be punished financially." He closed
the folder, "She walks the line towards Michael all the time, brother..." To be
continued ...
On the surface, Kit Caldwell has it all. A senior in college with her future ahead of
her, lots of friends, lots of parties...not to mention also having the eye of Tommy,
the star quarterback of the football team. But underneath, Kit's life is a charade,
built on a foundation of secrets and lies, including one so dark it threatens to tear
her world apart: her twin sister, Cat, was kidnapped when they were both seven,
never to be heard from again. That is, until one dark Halloween night. But is it
really Cat? Or is it someone else, someone playing a sinister and deadly game?
To save herself from imminent danger, Kit, with the help of Tommy and her
friends, is forced to go back in time and confront her own personal demons, as
she finally discovers what really happened to Cat, all those years ago.
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